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Van der Kroef Keynotes Rally
By Robert Kohler, Michael Lyuch

A standing room only crowd of approximately
800 students and townspeople witnessed the recent
Vietnam Rally, sponsored by the Public Relations
Forum of Fairfield University on Veterans' Day. November II,
According to Matt Lyons,
chairman of the rally, "]t wa..
an overwhelming tribute to our
men who dedicate their etrorts,
and sometimes their lives, 10
f r e e d 0 m everywhere." Mr.
Lyons described the over capacity turnout as the largest voluntary response ever seen at
Gonzaga Auditorium.
Its purpose was to "demon·
strate the extensive support of
the student body for the Vietnam polley" which the political
clubs believed to exist at Fairfield. To bring this to the foreground the Public Relatiol'l&
Forum sponsored the "counter..(lemonstration."
Chosen for its theme was
Edmund Burke's famous saying,
"All that is necessary for the
triumph of evil is that good
men do nothing."
Such importance was attributed to the rally that two
Bridgeport papers. the Bridge·
port Telegram and the Bridge.
port Post, gave It first page
coverage. Details of the affnlr
werc also sent to national syndicates.
At 4:30 a motorcade of approximately twenty-five cars,
accompanied by a police escort,
paraded through Fairfleld to
remind the townspeople of the

rally. Previously, University
students placed posters In about
95% of the town's stores. At
7 :45 the Fairfield FUe and
Drum Corps. marchro to the
auditorium and received tumultuous ovation from the audlcnC(!,

After 2 brief numbers,

on the stage. Steve Rowan
played the Star Spangled Ban.
ner In which every one spontaneously joined. This was fol10Y0'ed by an invocation, given
by Rev. William Holman. S.J..
who stressed patriotism and
charity.
Falrli~ld Flft" and Drum CoI'p5 play on taee p~IDl" tbe four speakera at tbe RaUl'
TIle first speech was given by
Prof. Cannen Donnaruma, of
the History Department. who commended the organization oq praising L.B.J.'s policy he con- the U.s. must see what is happledged his wholehearted sup- the rally for its rationalism, as eluded with the words "Europe pening in Southeast Asia by

opposed to many draft card
burners "the price of democracy." Dr. Abbott did comlTle'nd
the martyrs of the se)f-immolations, but reminded his audience that sincerily does not
always preclude objecth'lt~'.
"Bedfellows make strange
politicians," said Dr. John NOl'man, the rally's third speaker.
He gave commendations to present day students who no longer
"stuff telephone booths" or
"swallow goldfish." Their maturity. staging "panty raids". is
proof of their intelligence. After

port of the U.s. policy in Vlet~
nam. Prof. Donnaruma's most
important lines were: "you can
be alive yet dead; dead yet
alive. It all depends upon concepts." And "I reaffirm my belid in the U.S. program with
regard to the Vietnamese war."
Dr. Albert Abbott. Assistant
Prof. of Government and History welcomed the opportunity
to address a "voluntary not
captive audience." In his speech.
he clarified the terms "proVietnamese, anti - Vietnamese,
and pacifism" He furthermore,

didn't go down In wwn because we did in Czechoslavakia
what we want to do in Vietnaml'"
Qimaxlng the list of speakers
was Dr. Justus Van del' Kroef,
Chainnan of the Political S(,I·
ence Dept. University of BrielgeporI. The professor, born in
Jakarta, Indonesia, is an expert
on Southeast affairs and has
been sent to Vietnam by the
State Dept. He also wrote books
on Indonesia and Communism.
At the beginning of his adclress
Dr. Van del' Kroef stressed that

means of ::. larger perspective.
Conceptions that the war Is
nothing more than a civil war
or a war for unification WCl'e
sharply attacked by Dr. Van
del' Kroef as he brought out the
"worldwide ramifications" of
the war. It's true nature is as
a "test case," nnd Vietnam is
a cockpit. "Peiklng sees tbe W1\l'
as a gl'Cat test of their International strategy". in which the
continents of Asia, Africa, arm
Latin America. the "peasants",
against Europe and Nortn
Continued on Pa,te S

·"Third Of Students
iGet Financial Aid
I

I

"Undergraduate students at
Fairfield University are receiving more than a quarter of a
million dollars in financial aid
this year" Fr. Henry Murphy,
Dean of Admiflsions, announced
recently.
Published By The Students Of
Om' out of every three students in the college is receiving
FAIRFIELD I,JN.I.VERSITY
some kind of loan or scholarship
Vol. 17 No.9
November 11, 1'65 assistance.
"In the past year, according
to Fr. Murphy, "scholarships
and loans have grown more
rapidly than at any previous
period in the school's history."
An increase in funds of 46%
The o.ke of the Dean ha5 ful for the pursuit of their aca- over last year is being given
iMued tbe followlal!:" .tstement demic work.
out in 1965-M.
~lal" the lIlIf' or lDlk:xed
In the case of students they
Two Sources
may keep and use those pubThe ordinary of the diocese, Ushed materials required or
The two chief sources of stuBishop Curtis, has extended to recommended in connection dent aid, cited by Fr. Murphy,
those in his diocese a facuIty with the courses In which they are direct scholarships and Nagranted to him by the Holy See are enrolled in the University tional Defense loans. The schol·
regarding the possession and even though these published arship program this year totals
reading of published material materials are otheTWtsc for· $104,700. The bulk of the aid
fonncrly forbidden by Church bidden by Church law.
was distributed among freshJaw.
It Is understood that Profes· men, sophomores and junIors.
As well as permission given sors will take upon themselves National Defense laMS In the
to priests of the diocese for the responsibility for whatever amount of $125,000 are almost
their people, he has granted ex· advice nnd encouragement may equally divided among students
pllclt permissions to the Presi- be necessary in particular cases. in the four classes of the col·
dent and Dean of the College
Books of this category are lege.
regarding the faculty and stu· usually marked with an "X"
New fonns of scholarship aid
dents of Fairfield University.
preceedlng the number In the were introduced this year. Six
Under this grant { am ex· Fairlield University Ubrary.
freshmen from the local area
tending to all members of the
This permission for faculty high schools, selected by their
faculty pennission to keep and and students does not Include high school principals, are reuse those published materials materials forbidden by the na- ceiving full tuition scholarships.
otheJ"Nise forbidden by Church tural law itself (e. g. obscene Partial scholarships have been
law which are necessary or use- material).
gh'Cn to eight members of the

Forbidden Books

......

Glee Club and to a member of
the Dramatic Society.
tn addition to the regular
channels for studenl aid, tuition reduction is given to students who have brothers cnrolled in the school. In the
freshman class alone fifteen students with brothers In the upper
classes have received tuition reductions this year. Nine children ot faculty and statT members in both the UnI\'ersity and
the Prep SChool also received
either total or partial sholar·
ship aid.

Cites 'ItCreGSeS
Four hundred and eighty_fi\'e
students are receiving some
fonn of financial assistance.
1\.\'0 hundred and fourteen of
these are benefitting from the
Scholarship and Grant-in-Aid
Program, an Increase of seventy students over last year. Two
hundred and seventy..ane stu·
dents are receiving National
Defense Loan assistance, an increase of seventy-two students
over the 1964-65 acndemic year.
On-campus jobs provided an
extra source at financial income not included In the scho]·
arship and loan figures. Last
year, one hundred ten students
earned o\"er 514,400 working at
the University. The two primary
employers were the cafeteria
and library, Taken together,
these two departments supplied
almost 50% of all the work 011campus. Other large users of

student help were the AA Department. the Game Room, the
Director of Student Personnel,
the Chemistry Department and
the Director of Resident Students.

Scho!arship CommiHee
Fr. Murphy also announced
that beginning this year a schol·
al'Ship committee has been set
up to process and evaluate
scholar.;,hip and loan appllca·
tions. The committee Is composed of the Dcan of Admis·
sions, Director of Student Personnel. Director of Personnel
Services. and the Assistant
Treasurer. This group will evaluate all requests for financial
assistance for the academic
year 1966-67.
In commenting on the report
from the Dean of Admissions,
Fr. McInnes, President, remarked that student financial aid
this year represents the greatest peJ'C<'ntage Increase over
last year In the University budget.
While thc total bill for faculty salaries Is more than twice
as much as that for student
financial aid, the rate of increase improving financial assistance to students was twice
as rapid as that for the faculty.
He added that It will be a major
project of the Administration to
try to continue to add to funds
available for both faculty salaries and scholarship aid in the
future.

Po DILIJ

Some Food For Thought
His attitudes of mind rather
than his specific policies were
the measure of his greatness as
a political leader. His call was a
call to energetic action against
the historic enemies of mankind:
war, disease, poverty, injustice,
ugliness, ignorance, and hate.
But he rallied us not to a oneshot cavalry charge. He rallied
us to a lifetime of careful and
patient endeavor - with intelligence our lance and forebearance our shield. He called us not
to a great moment, but to a
great and lasting commitment.
HE was John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
Excerpt from
"Looking Backward and Forward: The Lessons of the Assassination"
by Stephp.n K. Baily

~H-iH+H-+~+H+H*4-H~H

A Welcomed Relaxation
The Stag, along with the rest of the academic community,
applauds and welcomes the far-sighted action taken by Bishop
Curtis in relaxing -

in favor of students -

the law of the Church

concerning forbidden books". Our thanks are also extended to the
Administration and those members of the faculty who labored to
make this change possible -

and whose efforts were severely

hampered by the regrettable incident which occurred on this campus last spring.
"

See story on page 1.

The Educational Record;

Winter, 1964, pp. 8-10

Here, finally, we turn to the
future and our role in it.
Occasionally, I run into young
people - and some older ones
too - who want to opt out of
the society into which they have
been born. Resting their case for
egoism on the special grounds
that they did not ask to be born,
they deny any obligation to
others. They search for ways
to duck military service; they
resist and escape community
service; they laugh at or frown
on political involvement; they
break rules and laws when deem
them inconvenient; they search
for no cause except the cause
of "never get involved." They
probe with the torch of introspection the empty caves of their
own psyche. Finding nothing
there, they determine to compensate by seJf~indulgence.

The teat ia now. The teat ia
daily: In- the dormitory, in the
library, in the eating hall, in the
claaaroom, in the home. in the
community•..

Perhaps this is the most significant lesson of the President's
death: The deep unity which
underlies the passing differences
of mankind. This unity has been
reaffirmed by President Johnson, and by congressional leade}.'S of both parties.

True Symbol
But strangely the true symbol
of man's oneness in this sad time
has been neither the late President, President Johnson, nor
congressional leaders. The world
suddenly coalesced around the
figure of a noble and beautiful
womall, bearing grief with incomparable dignity and courage,
and reminding men everywhere
of the power of love and devotion and nobility in human life.
It was as though, with her
hands clasping the hands of her
~hildren, Mrs. Kennedy was saymg to the world: "J hold the
future in my hands; the future is
bound by love to me, the present
- and to my dead husband, the
past. And my task - the task
of the present - is to show by
example that self-control, courage, thoughtful remembrance,
intelligent commitment, and love
are the only avenues to a decent
future for mankind. Weeping is
for privacy. Beyond grief, beyond tragedy, are great public
affirmations related to the continuing struggle of mankind to
conquer himself, and to fasten
his eyes upon the eternal stars
of truth, beauty and goodness."

Meanin'il Of Self

Seek and You Shall Find
The purpose of a committee semestel' when a bill was introsystem in the Legislature is to duced to put a sidewalk through
research all incoming bills and the orchard without knowing
report their findings to the legis- where the construction of the
lature so all decisions will have a
factual and well-informed basis. new Student Center was to take
This alleviates time consuming place, possibly in the very spot
probing by legislators on the of said sidewalk. No one looked
floor, and debate can be center- into architectural plans for the
ed around the merits or demerits future of the campus, which
of a bill, not whether bills are were in a state of flux in that
possible, or what they actually area. Debate proceeded on the
mean or what prompts such lines of if and where a sidewalk
measures. Presentations of pos- could be placed, not whether we
sible alternatives and the reason needed one or not.
for these should also be introH is not even necessary to
duced by the committees follow- mention the recently passed bill
ing their investigations.
to abolish off corridor permisThis process has been follow~ sion slips, on which the major
ed by too few of the committees portion of debate was carried
in the Student Legislature. One on by day-hops who where iginstance where this occurred was norant of the situation.
the proposed bill (now passed)
Some committees have been
that Christmas vacation be ex- making an effort at doing their
tended. The committee had not work as the Finance Committee,
contacted either the Dean or the which interviews the head of all
President of the University to organizations requesting money
check the reason for the present and makes a report and recomdismissal date or the possibilities mendation. However even here
of changing it. All that was pre- the nature of the Student Govsented was the results of a simi- ernment budget was not clear to
lar attempt last year. Debate all the legislators when it came
centered around the question of to the floor.
the possibility of passing such a
We are asking that the combill, about the state Jaw as to a mittees do more work in rerequirement for a certain num- searching bills before they come
ber of days, on which no one to the floor of the Legislature,
was certain, and who the bill so decisions can be based on
should be presented to.
fa c t s and debates centered
The sterlil1g example of no around the merits of a bill, not
committee work occurred last its technicalities.
2. THE STAG, November 17, 1965

Est.bli,...d 19,"

What they ignore is the mean~
ing of self. Their very identity
is a product of social forces: the
family, the neighborhood, the
school, the community, the nation, the world. They cannot
ask sensibly, "What kind of life
do 1 want to live 1" apart from
the question, "What kind of
world will make it possible for
me to Jive the kind of life I want
to Jive 1" A man cannot choose to
live in peace, or security, or freedom by issuing an isolated dictum. Walden Ponds are not live
options for modern man ...
These general words are directed at the future, but they
will lose all meaning unless they
are translated into present reality. Responsible action and responsible attitudes on our part
are not postponable. The test for
you and for me is not next year
or four years or ten years from
now.

NEWS, Michaal M~lIin. SPORTS: Ricll<'I,d P"d. FEATURES, Fr1lnl< Cunni"g.
ham. LAYOUT, Pau I Hefe!e. PHOTOGRAPHY, Jeme. N~ge.. t. ADVERTISING,
Jolin Kelly. VARIETY: Weller BI<:>qoslaw.I.'.
CIRCULATION, Ch~d Moekle)'.

Plan Overthrow?

FACULTY "'OOERATOR

To the Editor:
In response to Maurice O'Sullivan's
Article: Chapter n, Article four, in the
Charter of the United Nations begins,
"Membership In the United Nations
is open to all other peace-living states
which accept the obligations contained
in the present Charter and. in the
judgement of the Organization, are
able and willing to carry out these

Continued on Paae 5

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chrm. of th Bo.,d
John Cr.i9
Editor"n·Chi.f
""ch..1 O....or.
Editorial ....n.9.r _ _ Andr.w Ho••n
Editorial A..i$l.nt _
Cl.ud. Fr.ch.tt.
Busi..... "'....g..
S.c"t..)'

Rob.rt Bolio
EcIw.rd Schvc.

SENIOR EDITORS

STAFF
SPORTS: Pe~1 Hughas. Joh.. Cendido.
Bill Pelmer. Jolin Cesey, Ray McDermott.
Mik. KelJy. Pele Odl~m. Tom He"nfl~'ns.
Kev,n Fihplltrid. Bill Rooney.
NEWS: Mkhllel Lynch. Richllrd Downey,
Brilln Blly~s, Willi.m Rllbbelt. Tllomlls
Brow... Robert Kohler, Eric Masselle.
LAYOUT: Bob Kohler, Jeff Hymens.
FEATURES: Petll Stewart, Tony LeBruua.
Jey S/endish. ART: Pela DeLis•. AOVElTISING: S/evlI Mllrtin. PII~I Call1lhlln, BiU
Glliid. PHOTOGRAPHY: Rich Ro~sse.~.
Daniel Boylan. CIRCULATION: ' ....1
0'00"".1.

P~blished wea~l)' dllr,ng the reglll.r lI .. i.
ve,sily ye.r. e>cept during holide)' and
vac.rio" period•. The s... b.crip/io.. ret. i.
two dollllrs end fifty cents per y...r. "d·
d..... Bo> 91), Cempion H.II.
Represenled for Nationel Adv../i,ing b)'
N<l/ionel "dver/i.ing Service. Inc.
OfFice: Campion H.II 101
Phon.: 255-1011 &to ]07
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COMMISSION SPEAKS

Gov't Votes OUsting,
Of Off Corridor Slips

our

ThOUCh \l"e, tM mem~n1 of tbe Campus Lltuf'Ck::al
Comm1.'lllllon. would prefer not. to b"c to diIcuM Ut11rJicaJ
cekbrat.loo In terms of law &ad IIfn, atwerttaea-, due to
our own observaUold aDd the DUJDel'OOS compla1Dc. we
b"C recdnlll from students, faculty memben _d e\'en
vi8IWnI 10 the campus about the dunculty of parUclp&tlD(
In the Sunday lJturgy becauille of the thOUChtieAlu,,, 01

By Rklb Peck

otben, we feel we must make the followtnc statement:
To deliberately eorne tau. to Sunday M.- I, immoral.
It. I, lnvnona1:
Firs", bec!fWWl it . . . baH.1M!arted rMpODSe to maD"

The Student Government held

an abbreviated meeting In the
gaily decorated surroundings of
Gonzaga Auditorium prior to
the Vietnam rally. Due to the
limited time only ftve bills were
brought before the Legislature
of wbich four were passed.
'Ibe first order of business
was to conllnn the appointment
of 'Thomas callahan as Executive Grievance Chainnan. 1be
vacancy WB..I created when
James Cleary resigned because
thc pressures of school work
and a job lelt IIttJe time for
Mr. Cleary to perform his job
effectively. This conflrmation
was given unanimously.
TIle Student Legislature then
considered the question of accepting their budget. Robert
Quakenbush, the chainnan of
the Finance Ccmmittee, presented a budget of $1,810 and
repeat«!dJy was called upon to
answer objections of Jeremiah
Buckley and Andrew Barrett.
The budget was approved despite Mr. Buckley's negative
vote.

need aDd ~ponJ,lblllty to worship aDd lmle God willi
-.lmpUcIt)', dlrec'taea aad .meally.
~ beeau.e It ,1olales the spirit aDd caD violate
the letter 01 Chureb law COIlClet'llblc" attelldalw:e at SaDda:r M - .
ThIrd, beeall8e It disrupt. tile oommmllt)' alrMd]' at

wonbtp, .IBtncta 'the pu.kliar pritsl ....

~.

thwarts the wbole d.lreelioD of Ut4' new Utul'(k:al empbuls
upoD commuqlty pa.rUdpa,Uoa aDd .........
maIly.
No aHempt 18 made here to a.ueM bow
such
IdDfulness m1rht be or bow small, beyODd tile paeral
obllervatlon ttla't lJeriOWI ll10 remain... real ~btUty.
Generally speaking, the lame ot.erval:ioQ apply to
teav1nc SuDday Mau early.
N oae of tbis applies, or counce. to tbolMl wbo, tIlrctqb
no tlUU of their own, arrh"c onee In • ~t wbUt: a little
late for SuDday M .... -th1DI' wbkb bappeIl8 to ~-ery_

nu.

poe_'

ODe at ODe time or anotber. WE HAVE IN MIND TIlE
DELIBERATE OR HABITUAL LATECOlIER.
'I'be UlurJIeal Commleal_ .. III 8. IeD:Ie IIIvoh'ed ..
eebool dlldpUne; bat It M'Mn·e. Ute rlcbt tG preteet tile
Cood order of dh1De 1IIlonh)p aDd tbe riP" of ~lJdMee
of tbeMe eapctld III such wonbJp.

.......

Fr. J&meI Bresaabaa, 8 ..... CbalmJaa
Mr. Paul Ib.n.
Mr. Hu..b Humphrey
Fr. Albert Reddy, 8 ....
Fr. Rkba.rd Rotneeau. 8 ....
Fr. Robert Vamerlll, U.

c..-------

JUlJW8 Vu der Kroef

4.

5.
6.

PrapasaIs

emment wllJ supply S25 for a
bus for each of the 12 away
basketball garnes. Mr. Quaken-

fr;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;f.

One important measure in

...J1 this bill provided that the Govbush explained that if the cost

exceeds $25 for any individual
bus, the students will be called
upon to make up the dill'erence.
The hl~hlight of the evening's
meeting was the rc-introdllction
of the blll which proposed Ihat
off-eorridor permission at Any
time before "lIghts~ut" be done
away wlOl. This bill had b4:!e.n
amended by the Steering Committee after It was proposed at
the last meeting. A spirited debate on the bill followt'd with
Mr. Barrett and M.r. Buekl~,
who are day-hops, leading the
argummts against this bill. At
one point during thp disctl~<;ion
Mr. Buckley. admitting that he
WIlB not an on-eorridor student.
recalled that at the Leadership
Conference several students
claimed the only time they
could study was aftpr "IiKhtsout." Terrence Smith offered
immediate rebuttal to Mr.
Buckley poi_ting out that many
01 the legislators were dorm
students and were familiar with
Oleir problems. He went on to
ask Mr. Buckley if he didn't
think it would be better to let
Olem legislate on this affair.
This retort awoke the formerly
passive gallery to applaud Mr.
Smith's sentiments. Alter order
was restored, Mr. Buckley announced he would abstain on
the bill.
The debate continued 10 be
carried on by Mr. Barrett. Finally, Jay Standish asked Mr.
Barrett why he opposed the
bill. Mr. Barrett retorted that
he opposed on the bill on principle because he didn't understand it. This comment drew
cynical laughs from the specta·
tors. The bill, when ftnally

mum, 1 fear we'U see many
Vietnams."
America, the "city dweUers".
"An explanation of academic
Following these formal talks freedom, the right and duty to
was an hour long questioning
period. Ans\o.·ering one of the teach the tn1th.. was offered by
first questions. Dr. Norman Prof. Donnanuna when quest·
pointed out that the entire ioned about the actic.wl by Rutenemy's talks were just an ger's Dr. Genovese.
"elaboration for the obvious"
Mr. Petry, of Falrfleld·. HisHe reatfinned that while we tory Depl. raised the question
are there for pragmatic pur- of the practicality of a Composes, we also have the "wei- munlst, anti-Chinese Vietnam.
(are of the Vietnamese people" Prof. Van der Kroel answered
at heart. However, Dr. Norman thIs with an explanation 01 the
pointed out, a plebiscite would geography of Southeast AsIa,
be impractical because the showing the unlikelihood of
North Vietnamese government such a situation.
has abolished freedoms of the
Pacifist demonstratJons and
press.
their "martyrs" were brought
'"There is definitely a tempta~ up In the ta.Iks of many speak.
tlon to bomb" said Prot. Van en., especially by Dr. Van der
der Kroef when asked if our Kroef. While they must exist
winning would only wet the In any democracy and do hurl
appetites of the Cooununists. morale, he reatl1rmt'd that they
brought to a vote, passed with
However, because "our poUey must be penrutted. in our ek- aU approving but Mr. Buckley
of contairunent Is the bare mini- mocracy.
who abstained.
Contlnued from PAGE 1

3.

($360) dollars to the Fairfield University Fencing Club.
This sum is to be used to
purchase needed equipment
for the club.
Terry Smith '67
Be It moved that check-in
be extended to include the
hour between 11 a.m. and
12 p.m.
Stephen Smith '68
Be It moved that thost' Seniors who have not been campused since the beginning of
the scmzster and who arc
not on academic probation
be cxcused from the 11:00
check-in on Sunday through
Thursday nights.
Bc it moved that telcvisions
be allowed in the rooms.
Martin Murray '68
Be it it moved that the Student Govemment make it
known to Szabo Food Service
that we would like 1) a sufficient amount of food supplied to Xavier Cafeteria so
the machines will not run
out; and 2) that thc sandwiches be of a quality worthy
of the price charged.
Thomas Fraher '67
Be it moved that the Student Government subsidize
the Mardi Gras for each
package deal sold. The sum
would be $2..50 per package
deal with a limit of 175
package deals.

Before the close of the meeting several new proposals were
submitted to the variou.'l commit tees. They included:
I. That the Student Legislature
approves the Constitution of
7.
the FairflC'ld University
Fenclng Club.
Terry Smith '67
2. That the Student Legislature
appropriate or loan the sum I
of three hundred and sixt~·

Away Game ......

War Test Case
Says D.B. Prof.

A bill providing that the
President of the Student Government co-tilgn any check written by the trcasurer was ap.
proved unanimously with no debate.
The last bill considered on
the C\'ening's agenda was a bill
to appropriate S90 to C.1.s.L..
for use in their operating expenses. The bill was met immediately with strong opposition. Terry Smith was called
upon again and again to defend
the bill against the attacks of
his fellow legislators. Possibly
the strongest argument against
the bill was voiC(id by Kevin
Fitzpatrick who pointed out
that he was approached by a
cr.SJ... member who described
the weekend convention as a
rather happy go lucky affair.
The bill was defeated by a sui)..
stantial malltin.

FOR THE

DISCRIMINATING
YOUNG

MAN

sizes 36-42

$50.00
The Wonderfully Rugged Matterhorn, Winter
Suede 11000;.. Cotton J with Dacron
Shearling Collar

Jaul Zabin's

QtampU5 Shop
Colonial Green, 262 E. State Street
IPost Road near Westport P1ayhouMl}
W.5tpori, Conn. 227-9b89 33b-0600

I[~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
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MUS C

--

"Louis Annstrong is dead. at
least in terms of musical creativity. Almost everybody knows
that Armstrong Is a revered
figure and that he's been play·
Ing for 50 years and that his
creative peak came 35 to 40
years ago - so severe but don't
listen because he's going to play
what he's been playing for the
last 15 years." This is a Quote
from the April 1963 issue of a
Iarge-volwne jazz magazine; by
June of 1963, Louis Annstrong
had sold 2.5 million copies of
one record, had put a raunchy
fonn of modern jazz at the top
of record charts across the
country, and had virtually put
that aforementioned jan magazine out of business. By Oc·
tober of 1963, 7 million copies
of "Hello Dolly" had been sold
In 23 countries and Louis Armstrong was piling requests for
future night club and concert
engagements into a set of file
cabinets. His own reaction was
typically unique, "Man, ain't
dis just f1.ne! You know when
they told dat man who wrote
'Dolly' dat I was going to sulg
it - he cried - but I said to
him, don't cry baby, it ain't dat
bad a song."
Such Is Louis Armstrong, a
person who, like his own unique
brand of music, has become a
jazz classic - a legend In his
own time. His voice has the
swinging Quality of good sand-
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paper, but the infectious humor
of his laugh and the beauty of
his horn, from the brashness of
"Dolly" to the smoothness of
"SIC!epy Time Down South," has
made him a deity of music and
an ambassador of laughter
around the world
Louis Armstrong is as much
an institution of American life
as is popcorn at the movies. He
Is vibrant, he is vital and he

Officers~

On Thursday. November 18,

Tomorrow;
Amendment

representative In the Legisla- vice-presidency, C. M. Kenefick

1965, a general election will be tive Branch is absent from (3) and lo'arouk Younes. John Mara

held for the Freshman Class
Officers and Freshman and
Sophomore Legislative repre.sentatives to the Student Gov.
emment. At this time the entire
Student Body will vote on the
amendment to the Constitution.
is ecstatic - but most of all
The Amendment reads: Arhe Is Louis.
ticle 11 (Legislative Branch)
Section 5 _ censure (b) "If any
Jlm Gatto

three meetings during anyone and Bud St. George are nomsession he is liable to compul- inees for Treasurer, and James
sory censure."
Critchley and Kevin Sullivan
There will be two polling sta- lor Secretary.
tions; the ground floor of caniCandidates for Freshman On·
sius opposite the Library for cam pus representatives are
Day-hoPs and Off-eampus stu- Charles Angelo, Thomas C0dents, and on the first floor of lucci, Thomas Conlin, Pete DanCampion, near the mailroom, Iels, Thomas Moylan, John Mullen, and Michael Pozzetta. Dayfor On-campus students only.
Freshmen and Sophomo~ hop hopefuls are Glenn Graflwill be required to show iden- nlgna, W. Johnson, and Edward
tifications.
Lalor while William Brennan
The candidates for Freshman and Ned Briggs f1.ght for the
Class Officers and Representa- At-Large seat.
tives were chosen in last ThursSophomore candidates for
day's Primary Elections. seek- Legislature berths are Michael
ing the presidency are Marc Doblse, Anthony Labesky, Denported the P~jdent's policy in Baldwin and Gerald Blavin; the nis Neenan, and James Nlcksa.
Vietnam and expressed his view
that "the Reds want us in a
jam:' He paralleled '-he prescnt
southeastern situation with the
Korean connlct, and emphasized
the foil that we cannot be divided in our commitments. He
asserted that the answer is not
readily found in the United
By TONY LaBRUZZA
Nations.
Academic freedom is the most sacred of all liberties enjoyed
The question period brought
forth many serious topia for by a university. Whenever It is exercised, it entails a tw~fold
discussion with the audience. responsibility. A university has an obligation first to its students,
When asked if enough informato nurture free intellects capable of pursuing truth wherever
tion is available, he replied that
we know through all our me- they might find it and of accepting truth even if It contradicts
dias as much as he. Again ques- the established modes of behavior. A university exerclalng acationed about our purpose in demic freedom has secondly an obligation to society, to constantVietnam, "Our purpose in Viet- ly test the premises and values of Its age and of that society.
nam is to stem the growth of
An open forum which deals with a pressing national Issue can
communism in that part of the
be a most adequate means of fulfilling its obligation.
world."
Questioning
also
brought
It is questionable whether the Vietnam rally of last Thursforth his belief that defeat of day night was In any way a legitimate exercise of academic
Red China in Vietnam would freedom. It is questionable whether a rally that is simply a demmake her less agreessive nnd onstration of unity and patriotism has any place on a college
that our policy for the last ten campus. It is questionable whether a group of speakers that
years has been a failure.
presents only one side of an issue (and that superficially) Is
rn his closing statement Mr. representative of the spirit of groping after truth which aniIrwin said that '·the answer to mates a university.
our present situa~lon in VietThe validity of this criticism can be judged by a consideranam begins at home."
tion of the proceedings of the evening. rn a series of whereas
clauses, the first speaker argued that. totalitarianism denies the
Christian concept of man, that communism is basically evil but
that the United States has the opposing virtues, that the people
of Vietnam have never known freedom, that the United States
can give them freedom, and therefore that he "here and now
and always" realTinns our policy in Vietnam.

Stop Red Aggression
Demands Rep. Irwin
"We are serious to stop them
from aggression," stressed Representatlve Donald J. Irwin
(D-Conn.) at last Wednesday's
meeting of the Young Dem~
eratic Club. Mr. Irwin was the
main speaker to an overflow
audience in Regis Lounge and
conducted an extensive Question
and answer period after the
meeting.
In his address Mr. Irwin sup-

C;Ine rna

Club

5 tarts Again
Under the tutelage of its
new moderator, Mr. O'Connor,
the Film Society recently held
its first meeting of the year.
Discussion centered about the
selection of films for the coming
year.
The society plans to present
a diversified number of films
from among American and con·
temporary European films. New
members are welcomed to at·
tend tooay's meeting in room
X-208.

The
Grab Bag

Petry-Abbott Debate
"The Vietnam War"

• The Paulist Father is a modern
min in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
The Young Democratic Club
pioneer in using contemporary will sponsor a dialogue on Vletways to work with, for and among nam Monday, November 22. It
100 million non-Catholic Amer- will be held in Gonzaga Audit·
-,'urn
8 PM 0- AI'--,
ieans. He is a missionary to his own O•
..
,.
...,.
Abbott and Mr. Walter Petry
people-the American people. He of the Fairfield University Hisutilizes modern techniques to ful· tory Department wlll be the
fill his mission, is encouraged to featured speakers.
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.

at

IF============;
ARNOLD'S

• If the vital spark of serving God
throuih man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an invesliga·
tion of your life as a priest? The

~69

Open

PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPLIES
SUNDRY NEEDS
Fairfield ShoppinfJ

After an opening statement
from each participant, the audience will be asked to join in
this discussion by submitting
questions to Dr. Abbott and
Mr. Petry.
There will be a short tribute
to President John F. Kennedy
before the dialogue. November
22 marks the second anniversary of his tragic death. James
E. MacDonald, President of the
Young Democratic Club, will
conduct the ceremony. He invltes all members of the community to come and take part

The second speaker spent some time analyzing the faults
of the counter-movements. He argued that the emotionalism of
the paciflst demonstrators precluded intelligent deliberation of
the issue. Not once did he reflect on the emotionalism displayed
at the very demonstration he was participating in. He seemed
not to have noticed the whistling and cheering that greeted the
fife and drum corps, the spirited singing of the Star Spangled
Banner, or the red, white, and blue trappings on the stage.
Could intelligent deliberation have been carried on in such
emotionally loaded surroundings?
The third speaker Quite simply and emotionally equated
totalitarianism with sin, totalitarians with madmen, and exhorted Americans to protect themselves in self-defense against
the mechinaUons of a paranoid mentality. He also seemed very
upset about dominoes being knocked over.

The fourth speaker profoundly and expertly set up a corCt.,
between the concrete situation in Vietnam and a
metaphysics of International polities. The conclusion of his
Paulist
Fathers
have
developed
an
1:~~~~~~~~~~~~~;n~'h~;~,~a~'~t;~vl~tY~."'''''''''''''"7i
aptitude test for the modern man
rhetorical gymnastics was that the last line of defense against
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor
tant decision of your life. Write fO I
it today.

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFielD
NOW PICKS UP ON WED_ AND DELIVERS ON FRIDAV

NATIONAL VOCATIONS OIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y. 10019

AT MRS. BROWN'S OffiCE NEAR THE MAIL BOXES
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!

~pondence

the cancer of communism is the hearts and minds of the American people and that many Americans by exercising their rights
to probe and criticize United States policy are unwittingly
supporting the communist cause.
It seems obvious that both sides of the issue were by no
means presented. In fact, it would have been Imprudent to
legitimately and Intelligently challenge the arguments of the
panelists against a background of red, white, and blue, the
American flag, the strains of civil war tunes, and all that is
good and holy. Hopes for genuine dialogue, for an honest search
for the truth of the Vietnam situation were in vain.

. It has been saJd that truth never

comes

like a diamond In

. a: setting; if so, last Thursday night was a gem of quite
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diJferent variety.
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A Second Look At Stags, Rally
Drinkers Destroy
To the Editor:
Friday, Nov. 5 might go down
in the record books as the nJght
when F. U. students did their
belt to destroy the good name
of the school. U the uncontrolled drinking that was done
that night continues we will be

a "name school" before we beat
St. Joe's and B. C.
The results of our drinking
on this one night were:

1. We are no longer allowed to
viall Cappiello's, one of our
favorite spots, and
2. The money the girls at Mol·
loy College made at their

stated, ott the reeord of course,
that mention of them was not
necessary. Who did represent
Fairfield University, Mr. DeMore'!' It is qUite odd that only
"workers from Fairfteld University" were mentioned in your
article, while these "workers"
represented. BAX and PKT. The
STAG and especially its editors,
are hereby challenged. to write
and edit objlletlve articles In
our university newspaper.
Laurence CUjkow.kl
Chairman
Fairfield County Air Uft

Thanks

To The Editor:
I would like to take this opbathroom windows.
portunity to thank the entire
I wish to extend my insincere
student body for their help and
thanks to the boys (they cer- cooperation on Tuesday night,
tainly are not men) responsible.
11-9-65, when the general BlackBill Co«i
out took effect. I 'olI-ould espeClass of '68
cially like to thank publicly aU
the students who worked in the
cafeteria until midnight, helping
the Food service to be ready
ror the next day's meals.
Starved splr1ts
Gratefully
sUr from Bacchus
Mr. O'Briftl
...king
Food Service Director

mber went towards new

Tiny Lack

Petry Petition Cites
Vietnam Dilemma

Bloodhank
To the Editor:
We'd like to take this oppo....
tunlty, on behalf of the Cardinal Key Society and
the
KnIghts of Colwnbus, to thank
aU concerned. with last Monday's Blood Bank. The 314 pints
collected. was much more than
anyone or us anticipated.. But
our record bank could never
have occurred without the magn!ftcent support of the student
body. We all owe a special
thanks to the freshman class
who have already showed themselves an integral part of the
school by their outstanding participation in this activity. One
more large vote of gratitude
is due to the ten faculty members who donated. blood on Monday. They can certainly be assured that their contribution
was appreciated by all concerned with the blood bank.
Looking rorward to your continued support in our second
bank in April, w~ are, with
many thanks,
Rich MolteaJ '88
Gerry F1bpstrick '6'

To the Editor:
The following statement was
circulated by me on November
11th among some sixty members of the faculty here. Fifteen
signed. approximately fifteen
others eJQ?l'essed basic agreement but demurred. because ot
some disagreement with the
rhetoric.
I Intended the statement to
express the dilemma which
Vietnam presents to the realistic and thoughUul American:
In the name of Ufe, liberty and
justice we have been fighting
Chinese monolithic totalitarianism which apparently is the
enemy in Vietnam and at the
same time for eleven years have
been destro)'lng ll!e and achieving little to convince the Vietnamese of the superiority of
"our way of liCe:'
The pro-United. States Govlnent Fornm held at Fairfield
1m November 11th was serious,
rational and low-keyed.. But it
was largely superficial, considered only one (Communist

-Ing

their miniature
signs of aoceptanoe
o! recoonJtIon

NO FACfS OR OPEN THOUGHT
ON VIETNAM, SENIOR SAYS

We would like to express our
gratitude to those boys whQ
graciously contributed their
time and effort to the solution To the Editor:
As one who attended last
of an embarrassing problem
which was curTeRl on the cam- Thursday's "evenmg of reaffirpus. Naturally, we did not like mation," I want to express my
Capplello's, and our frequent dissatisfaction with it. I do not
vWts attested to this. Your tiny think that it can be called
Olauvinistic (as some have
suaHtions saved us aU.
said)
nor can it be called truly
We are also thankful for the
boy. who went to Molloy to re- "patriotic" (as others ha\'e
turn their compliment. Again claimed). For me, it was "inwe are grateful to the younger adequate."
It was not Ouiuvinistic on
generation for the courtesy and
the manner in which they pre- the part of the speakers to presented themselve5. It
was sent their reuoaa fOT committal
agreed that there was 8 defect to the Vietnam policy. Insofar
in the construction of the build- as they attempted to explain
ing. Fairfield goodwill was again, the "over-riding considerations"
shown by our ambitious boys which led to their decisions they
who corrected this ventilation avoided a "vainglorious and ex.
aggerated patriotism." Their
problem.
We appreciate your mature views on the degree of Involvechoice of action and commend ment (notably Prof. Van de
those who have helped to nur- Kroef's advocacy of the bombture thls feeling, for without ing of Hanoi and possible use
them we are sure that the rep- of atomic weapons) must not
utation of OW' school would be confused with the .nt conhave fallen short or the zenith s.ideratlon: "involvement or noninvolvement?"
that It now enjoys.
On the other hand, I can
J. Byne CoIBBs
hardly call the views as they
Co 'I'Imotily IIcMaaus
were presented trul). "patriotic"
since they barely came down
from the theoretical considel atlons of the riJIIt to wage war
To the Editor:
long enough to discuss thc apI believe the time has come plications of these to the presfor the STAG to make a deci- ent war. The concensus among
sion, will It or will It not pre. the speakers was that the govsent the facts of a news story! ernment was correct in comThe fact is that the STAG and mitting itself but It failed to
Michael DeMore in particular, lay bare the facts which promt·
have wUlfuUy and grossly ne- ed such a "patriotic" decision.
The speakers were detrlclent
glected mention of Brklpport
Area Club and Phi Kappa Theta not so much because they Ig~
Fraternity as to their connec- nored the objections of the oJ>
tion with Fairfield County Air position but because they foiled
Uft. Is the STAG SO afraid of to define their own stand with
some good publicity for BAK any tactual cogency. The auand PKT that It will not print dience was detriclent because It
facts coneerning the service failed to articulate factual obthese groups perfonned In the jections for the speakers to
name d. Fairftekl University'!' I comment upon. The assembly
penona.1ly related the fact to was therefore inadequate.
Mr. DeMore that both organiza_
It has been said that Instead
tions ~ted the call for aerv- of an "evening of reafl"innation"
Ie! from Fairfteld County Air more profit would have come
Uft, yet Mr. DeMore has from a "commjttal-noncommlt-

Just The Facts

tal" confrontation. And I agree.
We have yet :.0 have such an
"evening of infonnatlon" as
urged for so well by Mr. Stewart. However, it is not legitimate to say that the "evening
of reaffirmation.. has no place
In our academic community. It
does ha\'e its place: a place to
renew the spirits of those who
have aiready, with studied c0nscientiousness, aligned themselves with a buJe policy of
committal to government policy; a place, also, for those who
wish to see the government's
poliey defended with the fil'l'nest
convictions and the most telling
arguments. For these reasons
we need also an "evening or reallinnation of pacifism" - to
confirm the committed and to
roucate the curious.
But while we wait for more
Information to detennlne If we
may conunlt ourselves In Vietnam at all (realistically remembering that all the Information
will 1Hl'''eJ' be available to each
one of us) let us not forget that
we have a right to commit ourselves as well as a right to
dtsea. conunitment. In other
words, 1 think It is very safe to
dogmatize on the need for "c0nfrontation" and the need for
"open-end thinking." But I ftnd
it an Inconsistency In those who
urge us to be committed to the
truth that they will label the
already committed. pacifist a
"traitor" the already committed.
Govermnent man a "jingoist."
Open-end thinking must take
place in context of conscientious
action - action that works on
the "more certain" truths: and
"confrontation" itself can only
occur between the conscientiously committed.
If, then, we respect each
other's choice of committal, we
must not disdain the rites each
has chosen to express it. I rerer
to the legitimate place or nags,
bunting, and a 6re and drum
~ as oeeuIon8 to exercise
prodent emotion. certainly the

emotions can carry some people
beyond Bute committal to jingoism. This Is a fact. But emotions are integral to the actions
or a reaIHJIllD&' person and are
better acknowledged and honestly indulged than they are
denied. and dishonestly supp""",,,-

If patriotism Is legitimate
then so is the "Star Spangled
Banner." U Paclftsm is legitimate, then so is "We Shall
Overcome."
Finally, I urge an honest
evaluation of the Christian
stance on war, population control, world poverty - all of the
gnawing questions arising from
'the human situation. It is not
enough to snatch at isolated
quotes and to say that "Christ
said so-and-so." Jesus' answers
to the problems of our times
are so true as to be necessarily
complex and any simplistic
wrenching of His words is not
only irreverence for His message but a disregard for His

po""".

In what we agree on, let us
be one; and where we disagree
let us say so as clearly as we
can. I second Mr. Stewart's call
1.0 an evening of Infonnation.
Sincerely,
SlepMa Rowan '68

Obligation
CoaUllued frocn PAGE %
obligations." What are these
obligations? One Is "to reaffirm
raith in fundamental hwnan
rights. in the dignity and worth
of the human person, in the
equal rights of men and women
and of nations large and small,
. . ," Now honestly, has Red
China ever accepted even these
tew basic obligations? Does
communist doctrine support
these obligations upon which
the United Nations and our
counby are based? No. How
CoaUDaed oa PAGE 8

of the many existing
realities in Southeast Asia. and
failed to come to grips with
the problem of the permanent
existence of slowly evolving
conununist regimes.
I honestly do not know If I
really support the polley of the
U. S. Government in Vietnam
although I have no alternative
to offer now. The problem
haunts me and tonnenta me.
I hope there can be a dialogue
Initiated at Fairfield to explore
its rull reality, complexity and
Implications.
The statement follows:
A St.telDeat 011 the Vatted
St.ate. and Vletaam
R.eaIWng that justice Itt times
demands the waging of wa:(Nazi Germany),
That left totalitarian regimes
bring censorship and thought
control and eliminate In the
most bnJtal way all forms
of personal dissent, including
civil disobedience
(China.
1950-65).
That abstract totalitarianism
under the pretext ot advancIng hwnanlst, Marxist socialIsm has ruthlessly CTWIhed
out all progressive expression
(Hungary, 19$),
That the Johnson Administration honestly believes the
war it is waging Is the lesser
of two evlls !the other being
the totalitarianization of
South Vietnam),
Neverthless, we the undersigned also recognize that the
military approach does not
even begin to solve the ~
lems of politics and society.
That the American tradition of
hwnanlsm, liberty and personal dignity can only reach
fruition In peace.
That the cry for peace by all
the Christian Churches must
in some way be taken serio
ously,
That America degrades herself
when she can with equanimity and Insenslvity rationalize
the death of even one lowly
peasant.
And that the pacifists and civil
disobedients are In the best
American t r a d It ion from
Henry David Thoreau to Martin Luther King, Jr. and in
pricking the American c0nscience are rendering supreme
patriotic servk:e.
'Therefore we the undersigned.
support the Administration
policy In Vietnam Insisting on
the following minimum c0nditions:
That every conceivable and inconceivable etrort Is made to
prevent the loss of all civilian
lire including the lives of
those who are forced to actively cooperate with the Viet
Cong,
That negotiations for a free
South Vietnam be conunenced
at the earliest possible moment,
That a program of massive ec0nomic aid for the develo~
ment of ali Southeast Asia
be planned immediately and
publicly ~ by the
American Government.
Sincerely yours.
Walter I. PetIT. Ir.
Assist. Professor of History
China)
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Hopeful Stags

.Tourney
EDITOR'S NOTE: Kevin
F1tsp&tridc and Peter Odlwn,
the authors of this arUcle,
have bolb played FrflIunan
buketbaU here and are noted
~rb enthualas-.
OD
this

--.

• • •

After a highly successful rt'Cocd of 20-5 compiled with a
"small time" Tri-State sched·
ule during the 1961-62 season,
Coach GCOTge Blsacca decided
that it was not good enough
being a big fish in a small bowl.
So what he did was go out and
recruit the finest crop of freshmen basketball playeT'S e ...er
assembled at Fairfield. His ef·
fons started to bear Cruit on
II cold December evening in the
69th Regiment Armory in Manhattan. That night Fairfield not
only started to change Its 1m·
age from a "small time" to a
"big time" basketball power,
but In the process uncovered a
virtually unwanted high school
player, who just may lead the
squad to an NIT birth In March
of 1966. This surprise didn't
come in a small package, as
jmo.st good thillgs do, but rather
in the form of a 210 lb. center
named Pat Burke.
Ve&erans
Before entering the Unlversily Pat served his apprenticeship at Hartlord Public where
he was the center on their New
Eng I and championship club
a ...eraging a modest 11 points
per game. Against St. Francis
in his first game in Fairfield
uniform Pat scored a phenomenal 40 points, breaking the
school's individual game scoring
mark, while displaying moves
which sent everyone home Ta...·
ing. During the rest of the sea·
son. Pat showed that he was not
a "flash in the pan" as he led the
team in scoring with a 21 point
a ...eTage, breaking the previous
existing school record. As a
sophomore he finished second
in scoring (19.5) and ~
bounding 00.9) w h II e being named All 1'ti-State and
honorable mention All-East. In
his third year Burke was high
soorer with a 20.3 average and
was named to the All-East and
AII.connectlcut teams. "When
Ihings are tough, the tough get
going" is a phrase orten applied
to Pat and rightly so. His best
games are alway5 agaJnst the
toughest opponents as he
proved so many times especially in his sparkling 34 point
performance in our upSet vietory over Georgetown a year
ago. This year Pat was elected

Pat Burke
L'O-<:aptain with a man who has
received more recognition than
any other player in the history
of Stag basketball. He is 6' 3"
Mike Branch who comes to us
from the power houS(! of Connectlcul basketball, Hillhouse.
where he was an AnoStatcr In
his last year. As a soph, in 1964,
he broke the single season rccords for points (S29) and rebounds (404) while leading the
team in scoring with a 21 point
average. Mike was named to
the AlI·East and All-Tri-State
teams and received AU Ameriean and Catholic All-American
honorable mention that yMr.
Last year Branch reeeived na·
tional acclaim as he placed
eighth among the rebounding
leaders of the country. He
would have made numerous
All-Star teams, but due to the
fact that he missed 8 games,
he was not eligible to be con·
sidcred for such honol'5. How·
ever, while pl8}'ing he rlid reeeive AlI·East recognition based
on weekly performances. In the
13 games Mike played he
amassed 220 points for a 16.9
average.
:\. teammate of MIke's In....
Junior )'CU'. Jim Browo, the
following _ n led his bleb
sehool quintet to the State
cIlampJoD5hlp &Ad pJ.necl for
himself lbe clterlebed boaor of
MVP. Thhl AII.Stater .. a
)·..arllng broke the frestuna.
8M"ng ~rd .. he IICONd
614 polnt8 In lead1nI' the team
to a fine 18--4 _.... In ....
IeOOnd year be a"eraced %0.1 a
game whiCh pl.Ded ror him AU.
East IU1d AII-eo_eeticut boD.
01"8• .Jlm led the team In totaJ
point! and broke the tndlvldoal
scorinl:' mark as .he CAC"ed IS
polnbl against Southern Connee.
t1cut. Brown, an excellent IJOIf
shooting guard, baa been stnKled
out as a "man to watch" 1'1
Eastern basketball this yea.r.
Speed is a prerequisite to any

.11m Brown

Charlie PlIl1l1p1i

scoring mark with an unprecedented 42 points against U. B.
Making use or his great jump
shot Charlie connected for an
11 point average last year but
his main asset 10 the team was
defending against the individual

superstars on our schedull>.

Carl Menendez. somewhat
a legend In Long Island,
comcs to us from St. Agnes
High SChool where he was
named to the All-League and
All-Long Island tcams. A learn·
mate at present but then oj>ponent recalls the time when
this S' 10" guard maneuvered
for 35 points In a game while
missing only one shot. Carl. a
double figure scorer as a new·
comer, WaJll used sparingly last
year as a second year man but
with his pol.$(> and ability he
should be guaranteed a lot of
playinr time thL<; year.
"Good things come in small
packages" and this L<; so true
in the case of Bill Pritz. Sm~
he has the knack of spurring a
t~ on to ...ictory quickl)', he
is most ,..alued as a sixth man.
He come!; 10 Fairfield from
nearby Notre Dame of Bridgeport where he was the best
sixth man in the state. Bill
averaged 11.1 point per game
as a frosh and 7.S as a soph~
more last yl"ar. He started the
last eight games of the season
and had his best night against
CBnislus when he hooped 19
points.
JunJor forward Bill Boyd, a
letterman a year ago, was at
a sore disadvantage last year
since he missed needed experienee on the freshman team due
to a knee injury. But with a
year's experience under his belt
the 6' 4" graduate of St. Au·
gustine's High in Brooklyn
·should be greatly Improved. The
Honorable Mention All-City and
All-Sectlon candidate was frequenUy called upon to get the
clutch rebounds last season.
Probably his best perfonnance
good team and the Stags pos- was against Georgetown as he
scss this all important factor snagged many a rebound In the
in the name of O1arlle Philips.
This redhead is a graduate of waning moments of that great
Brooklyn Prep w her e he upset.
sparkled in basketball, baseball
NeWi:Omer8
and track. In his initial year
Heading the list oC newcom·
he averaged 19.9 per game and en to the Stag varsity is SophoArt Kenney
broke the individual freshman more Bill Jones, a 6' 4" swing·
.,.-=-==-~::c~='::-_.,.----:=---;:c.-::---~~~-~---I
man. As a junior at Hartford
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Public High In Connecticut he

or

(.'entered their New England
Championship team of 1962.
The Collowing year he captained
their team which bowcd out in
the semi·nnals of the State
Tournament. He received all·
league honors as a senior. In
his internship at Fairneld he
was high scorer with a 20.2
fwerage. He should be a mainstay In this year quintet. His
best effort was a 30 point performance against Holy CroIls.
BiI' l\lan
The long awaited big man
has finally arrived in thl" person
of 6' 8" Art Kenney, who p!ayed
forward on the best high school
team in the countr)', Power
Memorial. As a senior there he
a\'eraged 12 points and rebounds per game and was
picked on many AU-eity t('ams.
He suffered a broken ankle in
the first half of a gam(' last
year in which he had accounted
for 20 points and the same number of rebounds. He .....111 be
mo;t needed In dl"fcnding
against the opposition's big
m.~

Sol Crenshaw, the fiT'St High
School All·American to brighten
thf" halls of our campus, hails
from Monessen High in PR.,
",'here he averaged 18 points
and 18 rebounds per game. His
outstanding play against the
B. C r-reshmen nearly turned
the tide but came to no a ...all
as we lost our bid for an undefeated season. He has pln)'ed
exceptionally well in pre season
workouts and Is a deftnlte can·
didate for a starting role.
The guard spot on last year's
successful yearlings W8J; ably
ftlled by 6' I" Larry Cirina. He
starred in basketball and bllseball at St. Mary's in Manhasset,
L. I. As a senior he a ...erngcd
24 points per game which entitled him to be chosen on the
Daily News AlI·Long Island
team and several other!;. He
a...eraged 15 points per game as
a freshman and should see
plenty of varsity action.
The other guard spot was
handled by Ted Sotlnsky a 6' 5"
star at Newton High in Elmhurst, Long Island. He then
played center and averaged 23
points per game as well as accounting for 14 rebounds per
contest. He was picked on many
all-star teams. The transition

Mike Branch
from center to gUOI'd is quite
difficult but he managed to S\lrvive guite well and ended UI) n
double figure 1$(.'Orel·.
The sixth man on thaI llU:'
standing club of n ycar ago' wa.<;
from Sacred Heart High in
Yonkel'S, New York. His name
is Stan Kobierowski, who as a
senior averaged 19 points nnd
12 rebounds per contest. He was
named to the AII-Catholic High
SChool team.
If a team is to be successful
it nee d s good rebounding
strength on the beneh and this
was capably liupplied by 6' 4"
Bill McCann. He preped at lena
in New Rochelle, N. Y., where
he a ...eraged 14 points and rebounds per game. He eaught the
e)'e of many a fan in The preseason scrimmage open to the
public.
A good team needs a spa.:;-k·
plug and that is precisely wha'
6' Peter Gillen is. Peter is a good
all-around athlete who starred
on the Brooklyn Prep quintet
of 1963-64 and had his best e(·
fort last y('3r against Holy
Cross when he came in 10 spark
the team 10 a come-from-behind
victory.
A good shooter is an asset to
any team and John Walsh pas..
se8S(!$ a deadly jump shot. He
captained the cross<ountry.
basketball, and baseball leams
at Bethlehem Central ,in Delmar, N. Y., and as a senior
he averaged 16 points per game
which gained him all·star recognition.

Bill

Prlt~

Face Toughest Schedule
By KEVIN FITZPATRICK
SL Joeepb'. of Phlltulelphia -

Dr. Jack Ramsay, who pulls the
strings that make 81. Joseph's
a polished and poised team year
in and year out, is a quiet. 50(1spoken man who takes victory
and defeat In the same manner.
He would be the last person in
the world to vow victory over

another team, but followers of
the Hawks would do it as fast
as they could throw a fish on
the court. The Hawks are chafing at the bit to prove that they
art' lhe best in the East, and
possibly the best in the count!")',
Only complacency can stop the
Hawks, and coach Jack Ramsay
has been around too long to Jet
that happen. The same balanced
n\"e that lost in the NCAA Eastem Rcgionals - seniors Bill)'
Oake!: (5-11), Tom Duff 16-5)
and Marty Ford (6-6) and juniors Cliff Anderson (64) and
Matt Goukas 16-51 - are back
and last year they all averaged
double figures! A victory against
this squad. ranked 2nd nationally, would pUl the Stags well
on the road toward tournament
recognition come March. Don't
miss the biggest basketball
game In the history of Fairfield!
Be there Dec. 4 at the New
Haven Arena!
Dollion ColleC"e - Bob Cousy
has improved the Eagles record
successively each of his two
seasons, finishing with a 22·7
record last year, and all indicalions poinl to an even better
mark Ihis time. The big reason
is John Austin (26.9 ppg), who
was named to just about every·
body's All-America first team
thl.$ year. To help Austin, Cou$y
has six good-looking sophomore
prospects from last )'ear's undefeated freshman team. One of
the newcomers, 6-7 Jim Kls·
sane, who was 13 ppg as a
yearling, is going to start up
front with Ted Carter (12.5
ppg), while 6-8 Willie Wolters
111.5 ppg) is back in the pivot.
Alongside Austin will be Ed
Hockenbury (8.8 ppg), the
Eagles' captain. Just about
everything a coach could ask
for in new prospects can be
found in the other five sophs.
In ~1I center Tom Payeynski,
there is height. Steve Adelman
117.6 ppg) and Ed Rooncy
(J0.5 ppg) are the other front
men. whUe Cousy has Jack
Kavance (16.0 ppg) and Steve
Kelleher (J4.0 ppg) as ball
handlers..
St. Pder'8 - Loses Its AllMet choice. Tom Kehoe, who
was the most accurate shooter

John Austin

in the country last winter, and
with him goes a 20.2 ppg aver·
age, The Peaeo<;:ks need scoring, and coach Kennedy hopes
he can get it from seniOI"ll Joe
Bonner 16-4J, who ruined Fairfield two years ago at the Garden, and Joc Repka 16-3). Pete
O'lka, a 6-4 fonvard who gave
the frash 22 points a game, and
scored over 30 against the Fair·
I\cld frosh. is the soph most
likely to succeed.
Xaxler 0' Ohio - The MU&ketcers' marcll back to national
prominence could begin this
season. They h a v e 5 te\'e
Thomas, a second team AllAmerican, eligible for the first
18 games. In his last full sC'oson
he poured in 719 points fo- a 30
PPI; mark and hit such highs
as 50 points against O('lI-oit,
45 agaInst Cincinnati, and 41
against 51. Francis (Pa.1. "'C~'
also have C'very starlel' from
last year's club and two oulstanding sophs in Bob Quick
(~l and Jim Lacey 16-$1. If
this Isn't enough Xavier has
been known to do quite well on
its home court!
Duquesne Unh·en;lt)· - Lillie
Willie- Somerset, who had been
around as long as an)'onc can
remember, has finally departed
and this season the Dukes wlU
be in a rebuilding stage. They
will be slow and inexpericneed,
with 6-4 Frank Miniotas the
only returning rt'gUlar and 6-3
Jim Smith the only other letterman. Sophs will have to ea....
ry most of the load, namely
Bill Kelly and Ron Guyiak.
St. Francis College (Pa.) Imposing height and fine personnel make this edition of the
FJ'ankies possibly the best since
the Maurice Stokes era. Eight
returning lettermen are back
and any of them could start.
The front court shows nothing
but altitude with ~7 John Fit"Z
Henry, ~ soph phenom Gary
Lupek, 6-7 Jim Suten, 6-8 Sam
Harris and 6-4 Peter Kowalewski all fighting for spots. The
baekcourt of 6-1 Bill Coyle and
6-0 Len MurrcQ' is the finest
In .. )'t'ars. according to coach
BUI Hugles.

Unh·enlt)· of l\IUlIaChu.etti
- was second to U. Conn. last
year with an 8-2 record In Yankce Conference play. Thill year's
team is the smallest in years
but is very fast, led by backcourt ace Clarence lilli, 6-1,
who averaged 22.2 ppg last season. Tim Edwarde: set a rebounding mark for the !\Chool
last year, but he's only 6-4. The
rest of the starting fiv(' should
eunsist of junior John Lisack
(6-3) and sophs Billy Tindall
(5-&1 and Mike Bernard (6-4).
Falrleil"b Dk:kin.!J(HI Unh'erlilly Dick Holub is looking
forward to the season with
great cxpectaney following the
15-& record compiled by the
freshman team. "nJat mark was
the best for a frosh squad in
the 16-year history of the sport
at the New Jersey sehool. Three
members of thc yearlings are
moving into the starting five AI Patieno 120.5 ppg with the
frosh) , 5-& center Reggie Jo~oster
(14.4 ppg plus 16.7 In rebounds),
and forward Charlie ZOlot (12.2
ppg). Bob Kennie 112.2 ppg) is
the other forward while Danny
Rosen 112.1 ppg), AIl- Nf'1V Jer!ley University Division first
team and Ali-Metropolitan College Division second team, will
be at guard. Holub cnll, him
the best feeder and th(' !J<ot;ll
defcnsive man on thl' club.

Bill Mekhlonnl

lIoly ('ross - Jack Donohue,
whose greatest claim to fame
wae: the fact thal he coached
Lew Alcindol" at Power Memorial Academy, Is the new Cru·
sader skipper. He replaces
Frank Oftring. who had a 13--10
record last year. Little John
Wendelkin has gone to try his
hand in the pros but Jack will
be greeted by 6 of the first
eight men who fashioned last
y('ar's squad. A pair of 6-4 New
Yorkers, Rich Murphy and John
Hayes. will man the comers;
6-7 John Sullivan and 5-& Greg
Hochstein will go underneath
and 5-11 Tom Greeley is solid at
guard. Keith Hochstein, Greg's
brother, is the best of the sophs.
He was top scorer (21.9) and
l'ebounder with the freshmen.
Nla.f:'ara Vnh'enlt:r _ Taps
Gallagher moved upstaIrs to
athletic director, amid a rash
of hangings In effigy, and the
new man is James Maloney, a
star under Taps. He'll be start·
lng on the right foot with four
returning starters, plus a pair
of JC transfers who averaged
55 points a game between them,
and a 24.1 scoring soph, paint·
ing a rosy picture. Art Coleman,

6-4 forward-guard; Pat Broderick, 6-0 guard; Dave Smith,
6-3 forward; and George Phillips, 6-6 center, were all reg·
ulars but they might have
trouble holding their spots becalise of the JC boys _ ~ Bill
Smith (.26 a game) nnd 6-4 Malvern Erwin (29) - or the soph
to watch, 6-7 Emanuel Leaks
of Cleveland.
\'UI&nO\'.

Unh'..nlU", -

A

shade below Austin and Ring
on otrense, 6-1 Bill l\felchlonni"s
defensive skill makes him lIS
good an all-around bal'kcourt
man as the terrible twosome
from up north. Also in the Wildcat lineup will be 6-8 Bill Soens
who came Into his own late last
season, Bernie SChatre". n 6-5
starter last year and l;Uard
Charlie Coleman. Joe Cre\'..'S.
6-4 is regarded as the classiest
soph. The Stags will play Villanova in the Palcstra, which
should prove quite an advantage
for the Wildcats.
AlQiumptlon Collell"e - 'I1l.ls
perennial small college power
is always stocked with a well
balanced scoring attack and a
tight defense and lhis ycar is
no exccption. However, playing
at home the Stags should hnndle
this one.
Pro\'ldf!nr.e - which lost only
to Villanova fin the Pa!estral
took a 24-1 record into the Eastern Regional Finals, before bowing to Bill Bradley and his
Tiger mates. The Friars suffered
no graduation JOSSC'S. but did
take a jolt with the ineligibility
of ~7 Dexter Westbrook. However, Bob Kovalski f60Sl returns from the if1('liglble list
and has softened Wcstbrook'e:
departure. The Providence team
handf'd St. Joe's its ftrst defeat
last season, 65-61 and th('n
rubbed it in with an 81-j3 O\·('r·
time triumph over the J-Jnwk~
in the seml·finals of the NCAA
Easle~n Rl'gional. AII-Am(':-ieall
Jim Walker, the amazing 6-3
junior who ran the offense last
year and scored 20.5 ppg will
be running things again. Jim
Benedict, 6-4 guard whose occasional hot hand gave him 14.4
ppg will team with Walker in
the backcourt. and Bill Blair
and Mike Riordan, both 6-3,
will go up front with KO\'tdskl
to help out If height matchups
get too S("Vere.
St. Boaa\'eDture Unh'enlll)'_
The Bonnies averaged 81.7
points last year while compilin~
a 15-8 record and Larry Weise
expects his club to better thaI
record this season. The reasons
are three: that is as many
SOphomOT6, all excellent ShOLe:,
the young coach thinks will
break into the starting lineup.
Bill Butler, who averaged 20
ppg with the freshmen, is goinJ,:
to get the call at forward with
holdover George Carter, In<;t
winter's top pointmaker 075
ppg). Ed Ahearn, 6-4 and the
second leading scorer from the
frosh at 14 ppg, has the l'dg"
over lettermen Paul Stappenbeck (13 ppg) at center. Jim
satalin (12 ppg) Is the thrd
yearling and he will play In It\f'
backcourt with Roger Baue!"
(11.6 ppg). Bob Barnek (13.01
ppg). who played up front or

,,110101)'

\V.lker

in the backcourt, is the only
big loss. John Riley {9.9 ppgl
and Jeff Hayard (7 ppgl give
the Bonnies topnotch replacements at guard and forward.
respectively.
CanllllulJ CoUege - A little
help under the basket is all thal
coach Bob McKinnon fcels the
Griffins need to improve quite
a bit on last year's 10-12 record. To get that help, he i"
putting 6-5 sophomore Jack
Hasset (13.5 ppg as a frosh) in
the starting lineup with another soph, 6-5 Mike Usdanoa
\ 14.2 ppg). At center will IX'
Warren Peant who must <;1"0-('
some more or face the risk of
losing his job to Usdanoff.
Should that happen. lknnis
Miski 15.0 ppgl would play for·
ward. Finding a scorer 10 replace the graduated Frank
Sweatek /22.7 ppg) is a problem and it could be one of the
guards John Morrison n 1.9
ppg) or Bart Carr 14.4 ppgJ.
who were u~ fiparinKly la~t
year.
G eo r ~e t ow n Unh'f'r!lH~'
- Evcrybody excepl guard
John Prl:'ndergast returns from
a club that was 13-10 last year.
Cuach Tom O'Kech.· expects
vast improvement. Up tront, he
has Jim Barry 11 9-1 ppg), who
is the fifth highest scorer in
Hoya history. Directing the
Hoya attaek is Jim Brown, a
clever backcourt star. 6-8 Steve
Sunivan (7.2 ppg), 6-11 Frank
Hollendoner (8.4 ppg), and ~
Continued on PAGE 8
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More Tough Teams
Continued from PAGE 7
Bob Ward (8.3 ppg) are forecourt holdovers, Bruce Stinebricker and Dennis Ccsar, who
both averaged more than 18
points per game with the frosh,
and Jim Lyddy (3.3) are battling for the baCkCOUM job next
to Brown
SL AJdebn', - adds one of
Its finest !reshman teams to the
squad which upset the Stags
last season when 1...arTy Golden
exploded for 37 points. Larry Is
back and so their chances have
to be pretty good. The Stags
will be looking lor revenge In
the home opeJ'l(!r In front of a
sell-out crowd in the Falrfleld
gym.
Rider Collqe - One of the
perennial Tri-5tate powers,
Rider wiD give the Stags
trouble but should the Stags
.. stili be In tournament position,
look for a big win.
StonebUl - will be bolstered
by its best freshman team in
many years but it won't be near
enough to make Stonehill a pc>
tent threat to any of the better
clubs In New England
Unl'·e....t)· of Brldceport _
Falrfield's local rival has not
been able to keep up with the

------------------------1

•

Ruggers

CoatlDued 'rom PAGE 10

L If you have three apples,
and you want to divide them
among four of you. how much
does ellCh one get?

..........

One apiece. I doo't

kick was again good. Scoring
was completed by a New York
On the contJ:Uy. I 0008
15 yard drop kick field goal:
weal throujth a whole
New York 23, Fairfield 3.
semester of caJcu]usA short C game was played
.... Ph)". Ed. ""-l
to allow Fairfield C members
00 me during ~
to loosen up with a few knocks
and bruises. Again the bruises
came more often than the
knocks In the long afternoon for
Fairfield and New York posted
a 3-0 victory on the strength of
a 20 yard bull play score. A
vociferous Duck Corbett kept
the spirit of the pups alive and
starred in play by making two
high tackles while at the full.
back position to save posslbk!

2. You're DOl: much for math e:ItheL

""....

& What are you going to do with
aD that bowIcidge?

Do you need calculus
to manufacture fortune

4. You might become an~. It.
a challenging, responsible

job-and you can make a lot
of dough.

Just Peace
CoatlalRCl from PAGE 15

can you propose to admit one
to an organization when one
A big income i.I ODe
does not believe In the basic
of my fondest ambltioaL obUga'tions of said organization?
The U,S.s.R. and the U.S,A.
have common ends:? Indeed sir!
We plan to overthrow ouraelves; Precisely what the com·
munists hope lor In their timetable for ","'Orld conquest. II
you believe that the U.S.A, and
the U.S.S.R. have the same
ends then there is no need for
you to continue reading, for
you are either Ignorant of the
facts or a communist.
The ouestions are: what Is
peace:?
and how do we attain
6.
It'$
true.
When
you
pass
an
.. At Equitable, they eveo pay you
It? Peace is not the granting of
for pusing actuarla1 eu.ms.
actuarial enm. you get an
every request made of you_
automatic inc:rease in your
Jou,'Te pitting me on.
Equitable salary. And siDoe
Peace is not remaining silent
there are teo enuns, you could.
in the light of gross Injustices
be making quite a bundle
to mankind ("Silence is golden
aftu a while. But don't get
Is the color yellow") Peace Is
involved unless you have lUI
freedom from opposition. We
hlterest In math.
do not attain peace by coexist.
Mymotherdidn'tname. . ence Is opposition and strife.
Archimedes for nothirag.
The communist nations will
give us peace by complete rule
of the world, but is it just?
POI career opportunttie:s at Equitable, see )'OW' PlacemeDt Of&er. Of Sir, I say the answer for world
wrb to PatriCk ScoIlard, Man~ Development Division.
peace is not coexistence but a
the [qun'A8U Life Assurllnce Society of the United SlUes just world. A just world cannot
_ _ OSee, JIM"'_ of ... " - b a , New Yed, H. Y. JOOJa 0 ........... UMlS be attained by working with
~EflWII~E"'"
.
those masters of deceit who
plan to rule the world regardless of just means or ends, Sir,
I say get us out of the U.N.
RJcbard Rouaeau '69
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Stags the past few seasons and
with the Stags stronger than
e\,('r. things don't look like they
will change this year.
American Unh'eralt)" - The
Stags will use this game as a
warm up for their match with
St. Bonaventure as American
U., with a small team, shouldn't
be strong enough to handle the
Stags at home.

Aca4I.a Unlvt'-ra1t)· - was th('
canadian National Champ last
year and should prove to be
quite an Interesting club despite
the fact that canadian basketbull is nowhere near the equal
of basketball In the States.
So. CotUl. State Collece will probably be the smallest
club the Stags will encounter
this season and th~ should
cause litUe trouble.
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CROSSFIRE
It.

PETE STEWART

,.j

The question of Red Chlna's admittance to the United Na·
tions is presently confronting the member nations of the U.N.
How these nations decide only time will tell.
However, there are a number of points which should be
taken into account which portrays further evidence why ChIna
should NOT be admitted to the United Nations.
The U.N. Charter In Article I, Charter I, states the ends
of the U.N. as "maintaining international peace and security,"
Article I further states "the organization must be a center for
harmonizing the actions of nations In the attainment of their
common ends," Harmony does imply cooperation. Red China has
followed a path which has contradicted both sections of Article
I. She never attempted any form of cooperation in Korea, In·
dochlna, and the f'f'Cent India-Pakistan Incident.
Obviously, since Red China is not a member of the V.N..
she could not attempt cooperation within that organization.
HQ\\.·ever, could not Red China, acting as a peace loving nation
outside the U.N. and using proper diplomatic means, attempt
cooperation In the above mentioned situations? She could ha\'t"
but the fact Is. she didn't.
In addition, the opportunity for cooperation the U.S. and
the U.S.s.R. displayed during the Kashmir Incident could and
would come to pass because their own self·lnterests did coincide.
The fact that these two countries are the two largest powers
on earth would tend to open the opportunity for cooperation
in this Incident with or without the presence 01 the U.N.
The statement that no evidence exists that China does not
want membership or would refuse membership If proferred is
somewhat far-fetched. Roscoe Dnunmond, in his October 22,
1965 column written for the Herald Trlbane presents evidence
which is somewhat conclusive to the fact that China does not
want U.N. admission. Mr. Drummond indicates that China is
laying down conditions which will either insure their non-admission or provide an excuse for turning down U.N. membership.
This is not just theory. There is ample proof that the very last
thing China wants is an association with the U.N. which would
hinder their openly stated, openly practlC(.'(I aggressive purposes.
China is demanding conditions which the General Assembly
could not, in conscience, accept If it holds any respect for the
U.N. O1arter.
The first condition is that O1ina would not sit in the United
Nations unless the U.N. expeUed Formosa, a country which has
never made war on another country.
China wants to begin expelling members of the U.N. even
before it has become a member.
The second demand Is that If the U.N. is going to oft'er
Peiking a seat, It must erase its resolution of 1951 citing Red
China as an "aggr...ssor" In the Korean War. This Is a logical
condition since Red China knows the U.N. Is opened to "peace
loving" nations. It Is logical enough to make the General As·
sembly refuse membership to China because, in effect, Ch1na
is asking the U.N. to vote Red China a "peace Iovi.ng" nation,
eligible to join the U.N. This Is equal to saying that Red China
is Innocent and the U.N. guilty ()\'er Korea.
Red China knows the General Assembly can't and will not
rescind its Korean condemnation. Through this device, ChIna
assures her aim of rebutrlng the U.N.
Only time wiD tell what the U.N. vote will be and it, with
time, O1lna alters its Intended course. Now It appears that
China feels that the U.N. is not the course to world recognition,
rather an independent course Is preferred - only time wiD tell.

SPORTS PERSONALITY
The typical Fairfield Rugby Frank Quinn running around
player is tough, outspoken, and getting rides for the team mema "campus wit". These charact- bers on Saturday morning and
eristics prevaJl when the Rugby then hitching to the game himClub meets and makes for an self.
Informal Bnd enjoyable method
Dirty Work
of discussion. Howlwcr, when
the soft voice of Francis Xavier
Frank has worked every
(Frank) Quinn calls for at- Orientation Weeek to indoctrln.
lentlon,
tranquility prevails atc new candidates lor the
and a sharp attC'ntiveness is
d
d _~.
1 F-ank
squa an a.....,,'"Umg o .
,
given by all. It is not the "mon-..
are
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t
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The stage is set in Las Vegas, Nevada where
champion Cassius Clay will defend his heav~weight
laurels against challenger Floyd Patterson thiS Monday night. In case you, are d,,!bious as to. who the .real
heavyweight champ IS, ErlUe Terrell IS recogmzed
only by the WBA and his crown might as -well be
made of tin foil for all the prestige he enjoys. Monday night's tight is the 1?ne the public. h.as ~een w~it
ing for and the air of high-strung anticipation whIch
now exists wasn't even faintly present for the recent
Terrel - Chuvalo affair. Championships are won and
lost in the ring and until Clay is beaten, he is the
only champ in the eye~ of the public.
.
.
There is a magnetism about a heavyweight title
bout which somehow never fails to attract a unique
world·wide attention in sport. The Clay-Patterson
fight is no different and a brief look. at eac.h man's
record and capabilities provides an mteresting con·
trast.

and

leads the Rugby Club, for Frank -for the nexCfew years should
is quite small CQmp~to be knee-deep in talent." He has
many of the brute Rug?crs..It done a Jot of the "dirty work"
is ~ather the. overwhelmmg ,sm- _ liming the fields, scheduling
eerily and Intense detennma- games, and as Frank hlmselC
tion both on and otT the field
that has merited Frank this admits, "is the only member of
respect.
the Fairfield Rugby Club who
After playing intramural Coot· can successfully referee a Rugball in his freshman year at by game."

Fairfield, Frank realized the
necessity for a contact sport
on campus and became an "orl·
glnal founder" of the Rugby
Club. Presently in his fifth sea·
son. Frank has been a star
"hooker'" on the team (one of
the three best) and his femc1ous, blind tackles and fine
bali-hawking have made him a
standout in every game.
Having been elected Presldent oC the Rugby Club last
spring, his conscientious admin!stration has been a pillar of
strengtil to the club, and his
ove rwhelming generosity is
well~known. At times he has
made great sacriftces Cor the
other ruggers and this is ex~
empJified by the usual sight of

The Rugby Club has come far
in thre<l short years, making a
good name among the Eastern
Rugby powers who have been
organized lor much longer. Aecording to Frank, "Our youth,
speed. and vitality have stood
up well against the more ex.
perienced clubs and we are
blossoming into a power In our
own right:' Frank hopes that
more aspirants wlJl turn out Cor
Rugby in the Spring and that
more enthusiasts will come to
cheer the team on. It is quite
apparent that the team has pmvide<! much entertainment to
the student body, as can be
attested to by the large turnout this past Saturday against
the New York Rugby Club

Water Polo Opens
Swimming Season
Response to water polo was in the nets as Ill.' continually
so enthusiastic that every cor- stopped Regis l's shots. Pat
ridor entered a team. Since the Hanley, Joe Burke, and Ken
Intramural Program only has Davidson played well for Regis
the Sheehan Center pool on 1. Loyola 1 won by forfeit over
Monday nights, it was necessary Campion 3 in the se(:ond conto run water polo on a elimina- test of the night.
Next Monday night Regis 2
tion tournament bases.
A week ago Monday saw the will play Campion 2 at 8:00P.M.
Gonzaga 3 "McPeake's Raiders" and Gonzaga 2 vs. Regis 3 at
swamp the Regis 1 swimmers 8:30 P.M.
A Remhlder The pool Is
in the opening match of tile
1st Round Elimination. The open to any student between
spirited Raiders won by a 3-1 the hOUfS of 9:00 P.M. and
score in a very rulf contest. Vin 10:00 P.M. e\'ery Monday night.
Trantolo scored first for, ~
_
Gonzaga 3 early in the first II
halt. Dan Finn ot Regis 1 knotted the score to make the half
time score I-I. However, the
strong Gonzaga 3 team led by
captain Bernie Beirne and Jay
Brennan scored twice In the
~cond half to insure victory.
6-8 Art Kenney played goalie
ror the Raiders and due to his
reach and height was stalwart

KUZIN'S RESTAURANT
(Grand Union Shopping
Center)
Daily Special Meals

UNDER

$1.00

Breakfast • Luncheon

Dinners
HOIl" Mon.-Fri. 6 a.m. _ • p.m.
5.turd• ., 6 •.11'I. - 6 p.m.
SlIn, ••.m.·1 p.m. Br..kfut only

Lu',s KIl,&. 'E",
DEC.i"

THE CHAMPION

Frank Quinn

which was a part of the nighly
successful Fall Festival
Frank is majoring in Psychology at Fairfield and is a
member of lhe Knights of Columbus and Psychology Club,
as well as working on the yearbook. He hopes to go to graduate school this coming Fall and
will be sorely mis.~ on the
Rugby field. Selecting a new
Pl'esident will be a dilIicult task
and the Rugby ClulJ will have
to look far to find a man with
the sincerity and fine capabililies of Francis Xavier Quinn.

Harriers
Look For
1st Win
The Fairfield University Cross
Country team is still looking
for theil' first win of the season.
Once again, the Stag I'unners
bowed, this time to Fairfield's
local ri\'al, the University of
Bridgeport, by a 20-16 score.
Wilber Ernie or U, B. was the
individual winner with a 22;47
time. Pete Minvielle of Fairfield
came in second with a 24:05
clocking. Frank Filopowski,
Jim Gruschow, and Dick SChaustel' were the three other Stag
finishers; coming In fifth, sixth.
and seventh respectively.
The Stag yearlings following
their big brothers' example, also
lost last Thursday to the U. B.
Crush 36-]9. George Train once
again ran a strong race to finish
with a 13:]5 time. However,
Rich Salls of U. B. ran the
Fairfield collrse In 12::45 to beat
out Train for individual honors.
The Stags will meet New
Haven College in a home meet
today.

Clay is a former Golden Gloves, AAU and 1960
Olympic light heavyweight champion. Since turning
pro in 1960 he has run off a string of 21 straight wins,
17 by the KO route. At twenty-three years old, Clay
has plenty of size, 6'3" and 215 Ibs., packs a good
wallop in either duke, has quick hands and superb
coordination. He has yet to fulfill his potential, but if
he does, he could very well become one of boxing's
greatest heavyweight champions. However, in a game
where a premium is placed on experience. Clay has
had little with top rated contenders and his boxing
ability is far from flawless. His habit of leaning away
from puches and carrying his hands low has resu.l~ed
in his being decked twice by lesser fighters, Bnttsb
champ Henry Cooper and the late Sonny Banks. Clay
did get up and go on to stop both men, but how long
he can continue his unorthodox style remains to be
seen.
Outside the ring, Clay's mouth and conduct have
been a source of controversy in boxing circles, but he
has contributed a certain amount of color and interest
to the slumping sport. As long as he backs his boasts
with his fists, people will be willing to listen to him.

THE CHALLANGER
Floyd Patterson is also a former Golden Gloves
champion as well as being the Olympic middleweight
champ at Helsinki in 1952. Since turning pro in 1962
Patterson has fought 47 times, knocking out 32 and
himself being kayoed three times. At twenty~one he
was the youngest man ever to win boxing's biggest
prize and the only man to regain his lost heavyweight
title.
Patterson has been on the comeback trail ever since
his second KG loss to Sonny Liston and has been quite
impressive, registering three knockouts and two unanimous decisions.
At 6' and 195 Ibs., Patterson is not an exceptionally
big heavyweight but he is a superb boxer with the
fastest hands of any heavyweight in the last decade.
His left hook is lethal, his blinding combinations are
damaging and despite popular opinion, he does take
a good punch. His big weakness is his habit of starting
slow and if he can be caught cold iu the first few
rounds he can be stopped. But once he gets into high
gear, he's a difficult boxer to handle...
.
Patterson is thirty years old now, which lS conSidered aging in the beak busting business, and nobody
has to tell him that there will be no more comebacks
if he loses this one. The motivation for his great determination in this comeback effort is interesting, if
not off-beat. A staunch Roman Catholic, his main objective is to relieve Clay, alias Muhammed Ali, and
the Black Muslims of their control of the heavyweight
crown.
THE FIGHT
Look for Clay to go gunning for Patterson early in
the fight in an attempt to catch Floyd cold. Patterson,
on the other hand, knows he is a slow starter and if
he is smart he will bide his time and avoid trading
punches with the bigger Clay until later in the bout.
Paterson is most effective as a counter puncher and if
he sticks to his own style he might very well regain
the crown for an unprecedented third time. But if
he throws caution to the wind and slugs with Clay,
he just could get bombed.
The fight sizes up as a natural and a real crowd
pleaser. The four previous title fights put together
haven't provided a half hour of fighting and another
heavyweight "stinker" could have interesting, if not
fatal, results on boxing. I know that myself and every
other faithful boxing buff is hoping that this fight will
restore the great tradition that once was professional
boxing.
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Student Goverameat
BasketbAll Scrimmage

meet. at '7 :80 p.m.
FRIDAY NIGHT

THURSDAY, NOV. 18

at Yale

In Gonzaca Auditorium

Campion 2, Gonzaga 3 Tie 0-0
Raiders, Regis 3, Regis 2,
And Campion 4 Battle For
Second Place In C lose Race

Rulder's BIJI Murph)' makCll floe catch 01 Kevin Graham's
puss In big game

Thc much anticipated game
between Campion 2 and Gonzaga 3 left none of the spectators disappointed. In a spirited
encounter the C-men succcssfulIy held off a late surge by the
Raiders to settle for a scoreless
tic.
'I11e game opencd with a
strong attack [rom Campion 2,
but McPeake's men repulsed
them. The rest of the half remained in a stalemate. The
Raiders came to life in the
second half as the Kevin
Graham to Bill Murphy combination moved the Raiders Inside
the G-men's twenty yard line.

Ruggers' Horne Debut
Spoiled By New York
Fairfield Rugby Club hosted
three teams of the undefeated
New York RFC and lost before
a Fall Festival crowd last Saturday. The A team rlropped
their encounter 17·5; the B
team was de(eated by the New
York B 23-3: the C team lost
an abbreviated encounter (due
to darkness) by 3-0.
New York displayed their
strength and finesse immediately but the Fairfield A's were the
first to score. Al Sullivan flykicked the ball at midfield, picked It up al the 40 yard Jlne,
then passed it to Jim Nlcksa
at the 20 yard line who cut inside, slashing through for the
score. Bob Smilh converted to
give Fairfield an early 5-0 lead.
Al Sullivan again excited (ans
by a 50 yard sideline run but

was knocked out of bounds I
short of the goal line. New
York pushed over their first
score on a perfect movement
of thc ball [rom a Hneout but
missed the conversion attempt.
Hal(time had Fairfield ahead by
a 5-3 score. A New York offenslve onslaught was displayed
in the second half. The first
score was on a 35 yard penalty
kick, soon (ollowed by another
from 45 yards. York scored
next from a serum-down at the
5 yard line, the serum· haIr
plunging into the end zone. The
kick was good which placed the
score at 14·5 New York. The
last score was a New York
dl'OP kick from 25 yards out:
New York 17, Fairfield 5.
B's Downed
The B team ran into an
equally strong New York SQuad.

New York scored almost 1m·
mediately by kicking the ball
into the end zone and (ailing on
't Th Yo k kicker started a
I.
e
r
trend by converting from a difficllit wide-angle position. Flush
Connolly gave the Fairfield (ans
something to shout about as he
made a split-second drop kick
from 20 yards out. Also deserving of mention during first
hal( play was the die-hard per·
formance o( Jack Higgins at
the (ull-back position - time
alter time he handled kicks
well and gave them a ride back
downfield. A long run by Kevin
Ryan broughl lhe crowd to Its
(eet but fell short of a score.
The second half brought out
the advantage of a better knowledge of the game lor New
York. The ball was heeled out
o( a 2 yard scrum whereupon
a York player dove into the
end zone. The conversion kick
was good: 10-3. New York next
taWed on a penalty call at the
3 yard line as the haJJ was put
into play by the foot and the
York man scampered through a
baffled Fairfield de(ense for the
score. The score was upped to
20-3 on a 10 yard New York
run from a lineout and the
Continued

JOho Swanhaus attempts to block kick in New York match
As of Thursday, November 11.
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The Raiders moved down to lhe
3 yard line, but a strong defensive effort by Campion 2 held
them in check. Campion elected
to punt out of danger, but a
poor punt left them in the hole.
The C-men managed to hold
on until the clock ran out The
last play of the game caused
a great deal of unwarranted
apprehentlon. Neil Rest hauled
down as Kevin Graham passed
(or what appeared to be the
winning touchdown. Pandemonium broke out among their well
known fans, but the ollicial was
prompt to signal that Neil was
out of the end zone when he
caughl the ball. This provided
an exciting finish (or the spirited battle.
Last Weeks Action
Early in the week Campion
2 downed Gonzaga 2 by a 14-0
score. Paul Garstka moved the
C-men down to field with some
nilty passing. He capped the
drive with a three yard pass to
Bill Palmer for a 6-0 lead. In
the second half Bob Foley picked off a pass and moved down
the sideline for a touchdown.
The final tally came when Larry
Sullivan broke through the line
to nail John Whelan for a
sa(ely.
Ralders Again
Gonzaga 3 also won their
other contest during the week
as they shutout Gonzaga 1 12..().
Kevin Graham fired to Nell
Resl for the first score. Billy
Murphy made one of the best
circus catches o( the year as
he battled to stay in bounds
and score the other 6 points
for the Raiders.
Regis 2 moved Into a dcadlock for second place with lWO
majOl' viClories during the past
week. In one game Regis 2
squeaked by their fellow Seniors of Regis 1 by a 7-6 count.
Regis 2 drew first blood when
Vin L'Esperance hit Tom Wil·
kos on a 65 yard pass-run play.
Regis 2 converted as L'Esper-
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Ted lnJalo mO\'Cll the ball
In B game

ance tired a pass to Jim Spano.
With time running out Bill
Egan picked off one of L'Es·
pcrance's passes and was finally
tagged at the two. Paul "Trip.
sy" Morris circled end for the
score. Regis 2 prevented the
extra point as the game ended
7-6.
In the other contest Regis 2

shut out Gonzaga 2 by a 10-0
count. The main score came on
a Vln L'Esperance to Tom Wil·
kos pass play. Regis 2 was credo
ited with safeties twice when
the Gonzaga 2 center put the
ball out oC the end zone.
Regt8 S W1D8 Z

Regis 3 also moved into the
deadlock for second place by
benefit of 2 victories. Early in
the week they eked out a 7-0
victory over Campion 4 on a
rain swept field. The lone touchdown came as a result of well
maneuvered attack directed by
Paul Terranova. Terranova hit
Bill Rooney with an eight yard
pass for the score. Then Rooney
swept end lor the extra point.
Regis 3 overpowered Loyola 1,
21-0 to further their cause In
their game.
Paul Terranova was right on
target as he threw touchdown
passes to "Ace" Mazzarra, Bill
Rooney, and Pete O'Brien. Bill
Rooney ran the extra point.
One o( the highlights of the
game was Jim Mitchell's burstIng through the opposition to
nail the quarterback.
Borke 00 Tarpt
Campion 4 kept their fading
hopes lor a top position alive
when they downed Loyola 3 by
a 19-0 score. Campion's passing
attack was in (ull swing as
Brian Burke hurled touchdown
passes 01 seven and fifteen
yards to Bill Casey. Casey
threw to Marty Murray on an
option play for the conversion.
Late In the game Bill Casey
took over as quarterback and
hit John Hamil with a ten yardeI' for the final tally. "Bird"
Durie sparkled on defense for
Campion 4.
The Sophs of Campion 4 also
rolled over Regis 1 by a 20 to 6
count. John Hamil opened the
scoring when he ran 25 yards
with an intercepted pass. Bill
Casey tired an option pass to
Marly Murray for the conversion. Brian Burke added to his
touchdown pass total as he hit
his favorite receiver Bill Casey
on a 30 yard pass play. Murray
threw to Case)' (or the conversion. Regis 1 rallied back as
Ed Della Bltta hit George Dono~hlle (or their only score.
Mart) Murray rounded out
the Campion 4 scoring on a 79
yard run with an Intercepted
pass.

